
•	 Life Safety Solutions

•	 Building Management Systems

•	 Security & Access Control	
•	 Building Maintenance & Service

Delivering Smart Intelligent Buildings



“ Customers don’t measure 
you on how hard you tried.  
They measure you on what 
you deliver. ”

Steve Jobs

Steven Paul Jobs was an American entrepreneur, business magnate, inventor, 
and industrial designer. He was the chairman, chief executive officer (CEO), 
and a co-founder of Apple Inc., CEO and majority shareholder of Pixar, 
a member of The Walt Disney Company’s board of directors following its 
acquisition of Pixar, and the founder, chairman, and CEO of NeXT. Jobs and 
Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak are widely recognized as pioneers of the 
microcomputer revolution of the 1970s and 1980s.



ODS Global - Delivering Smart Integrated Buildings:
System integration is the process whereby a cohesive system is created from components that were 
not specifically designed to work together.  Integration is the process of inter-connecting one system 
with another in order to provide a useful exchange of information, data and/or control between them. 

Established in 2004 as part of a group of 
companies operating within the construction space, 
ODS Global has been delivering a wide range 
of quality solutions covering Emergency Lighting 
Systems, Fire Detection and Alarm Systems, PAVA 
Systems, Building Management Systems, Access 
Control, & CCTV Solutions to a diverse range of 
customers in the Middle East.  

As an engineering, integration & maintenance 
service provider, ODS Global delivers integrated 
buildings that are technically superior, sustainable, 
more energy efficient and one that delivers even 
better return on investment.  

At ODS Global, we have the expertise and 
technology to provide you with easily manageable 
solutions that can be tailor made to suit your 
business needs. We draw on our experience, 
commitment to customer satisfaction and the 
power of technology to make your business more 
profitable.

Our professional services enable us to quickly 
deploy, better manage our customer’s networks 
and create revenue generating services. An equal 
opportunity employer, ODS Global has grown 
significantly and has over a period of time, built 
a reputation for delivering world class Life Safety, 
BMS and Security & Access Control solutions across 
a wide range of buildings.

Key components of the ODS Global family include 
` ODSS Technical Services LLC and
` ODSS Mechanical & Engineering Equipment 

Trading LLC

While ODSS Technical Services provides the 
experienced manpower when it comes to systems 
installation and maintenance, ODSS Mechanical & 
Engineering Equipment Trading LLC serves as the 
trading arm of the group and retains ownership of 
all product agencies.   

Both the organizations are manned by seasoned 
professionals who deliver world class service to 
customers.

ODSS Technical Services LLC and ODSS Mechanical & Engineering 
Equipment Trading LLC are part of the ODS Global family and serve as 
the technical and trading arms of ODS Global.   

ODSS are Registered Service Providers 
with the Security Industry Regulatory 
Agency - Government of Dubai (SIRA) and 
Telecommunication Regulatory Authority (TRA) 
and are registered with Dubai Civil Defense 

Certified ISO 9001:2015
CB-006-MS

ISO 9001 is based on 
the plan-do-check-act 
methodology and provides 
a process oriented 
approach to documenting 
and reviewing the structure, 

responsibilities, and procedures required to achieve 
effective quality management in an organization. 
ODSS complies to ISO 9001:2015, enhancing the 
organization’s credibility by showing customers that its 
products and services meet expectations



Our Mission:
To become the most sustainable and 
reliable service provider for both  
mandatory and intelligent systems in 
green and brown field markets and 
promise customer delight by exceeding 
their expectations and creating a long 
standing bond.

Our Vision:
To be the most preferred green field 
service provider & the best brown 
field service provider in the region 
for innovative solutions and setting 
world class service standards for our 
consumers.

Our Values:
Integrity:  Honest and ethical conduct are the 
corner-stone of our business philosophy and the 
foundation of the ODS Global organization.

Innovation:  We will continually seek new and 
enterprising ways of meeting and exceeding 
customer expectation.

Operational Excellence:  We will provide best value 
to our customers by continously improving our 
product and solution offering.

Safety:  We will consistently uphold the highest 
standards of safety in everything we do.

Teamwork:  We provide outstanding service 
through teamwork, experience, accountability and 
innovation.

Our Mission, Vision and Values



At ODS Global, we are proud of our leadership position and of our 
association with world leading brands such as Honeywell.  Our strength lies 
in our team and in our ability to provide end-to-end solutions in the areas of 
Life Safety, Building Management and Security and Access Control Systems. 

Our service standards describe the level of service excellence we aim to 
deliver and we offer a wide range of innovative solutions to make your 
investment future proof and secure.  

Our unique portfolio, our array of services and our quest for business 
excellence enable us to quickly deploy, deliver and better manage our 
projects delivering improved revenue generating services for our customers. 

What is it that makes us unique:

Our area of expertise:

Fire Detection & 
Alarm Systems

Fire Fighting Emergency 
Lighting

Public Address
Voice Alarm

BMS Solutions

Metering 
Solutions

CCTV Solutions

Access Control Time & 
Attendance

Disable Toilet
Systems

Building
Maintenance



As an authorised distributor of the Honeywell 
Centraline range of Building Management 
System products, ODS Global has access 
to the Niagara Framework that allows for 
scalable solutions, offering superversion 
features and safeguarding your investment for 
the future..  

The Niagara Framework® is an integration 
technology which is quickly becoming the 
operating system of the Internet of Things.  
It connects and translates data from nearly 
any device or system - optimizing energy 
consumption and the overall operational cost 
of your building.

It opens the door to the Internet of Things 
so your building becomes smarter, more 
efficient, safer, uses less energy and has 
lower operating costs and offers new service 
opportunities.

The Niagara Framework® is a truly open 
environment, connecting diverse devices and 
systems in ways never before imagined or 
possible. With an open API, open distribution 
business model and open protocol support, 
Niagara gives you the freedom to choose 
how you work, what you build and with 
whom you partner. It enables you to connect 
and control devices, while normalizing, 
visualizing and analyzing data from nearly 
anywhere or anything. 

Tridium and Niagara are registered trademarks or trademarks of Honeywell 
International Inc. or its affliates.  

Opening the doors 
to new opportunity
Niagara Framework - Opening the 
door to the Internet of Things



Lighting typically accounts for around 
25% of a building’s energy usage and the 
simplest step to a more energy efficient 
building, is to switch to LED lighting. 

Introducing the Goodlight™ range of 
LEDs designed to fit seamlessly into 
your existing lighting system without 
compromising on the light output using 
up to 85% less energy and with lifespans 
extending to over 5-10 times that of a 
traditional lamp.  

Effective illumination with efficiency 
should not be a luxury, it should be a 
standard we all strive for. We create easy 
solutions to meet diverse requirements. 
We have lamp or luminaire solutions for 
commercial, industrial, amenity and leisure 
applications.

Goodlight™ lamps are installed into 
education, health, leisure and civic buildings 
helping central and local government 
agencies to drive carbon-cutting programmes. 
Our lamps are used in data centres, labs, 
production plants, warehousing and 
engineering – where lighting is in use 24 
hours a day – there is no better option. 
Goodlight™ solutions are being installed into 
offices and retail stores as you read this, with 
several national projects on-the-go at any one 
time.

By 2020
almost 50% of 
all lighting in 
commercial, 
industrial and 
outdoor sectors 
will be using an
LED light source.

Looking to cut costs and 
combat ever increasing 
energy costs - Make the 
Switch to LED Lighting today

Goodlight™ is an independent business entity headquarted in Surrey - United Kingdom



Your single source service provider for a more secure, more productive, 
well maintained facility.  As a vendor neutral maintenance specialist, ODS 
Global is able to service and maintain any brand of Life Safety and Building 
Managemen System.  Give us a call on +971 4 442 9664 for a free quote



Any property is more than just a structure or a piece of real estate – it is a 
financial investment that has the power to bring in revenue for years. The 
amount of income a property can generate is determinated by a number of 
factors including the overall condition and appearance of the structure.

With over 10 years of experience, ODS Global is your single source service 
provider for a more secure, more productive, well maintained facility.  We 
can help you measure and optimise your building systems - from building 
management systems to fire detection and alarm systems to security systems, 
bringing reliability, cost effectiveness, responsiveness and reduced risk to your 
business. 

With an impressive reference list that includes Dubai South, Dubai Metro, 
Musanada Schools, City Walk, Sofitel on the Palm, Bvlgari Resort, 
Steigenberger Hotel we know what it takes to maintain your investment.

Helping you manage your facility:

Life Safety
Solutions

Building Management 
Systems

Security
Solutions

System
Integration

Building
Maintenance

The Importance of Building Maintenance
Routine building maintenance that is provided by a professional and experienced facility maintenance provider is a 
simple and cost effective way to protect your valuable investment and lock in its earning potential for years to come. 
Routine commercial cleaning and maintenance on the exterior and the interior is more than just about aesthetics – it is 
about ensuring that your commercial property is well-maintained and free from damage, costly problems and the need 
for constant repairs.

Lighting
Retrofits

1. Emergency repairs 
are more expensive than 
routine care.

Anytime you are calling 
a contractor or service 
professional out to fix a 
problem that already exists, 
you are going to pay more 
than if the problem was 
detected and fixed before 
it reached the state of an 
emergency situation. 

2. Routine maintenance 
limits possible liability.

Damaged buildings, 
walkways, car parks and 

even poorly kept grounds 
all increase your liability.   
Well-maintained buildings 
are also much less likely to 
be vandalised, especially 
if the grounds are well 
kept, security lighting is 
in place, and the overall 
impression of the building 
is that people are actively 
maintaining the property.

3. Budget for emergencies 
is impossible, but 
budgeting for scheduled 
repairs is easy.

You cannot predict the next 
significant emergency, but 

a well-maintained building 
is typically damaged less 
in these events than one 
that has existing damage. 
Routine commercial 
maintenance program 
allow you to budget, 
accurately and correctly, 
for all your maintenance 
requirements.

4. A well-maintained 
building sends a positive 
message about your 
business.

First impressions are 
almost impossible to 
change. A building that 

presents well and is cared 
for sends a very positive 
message about all three 
characteristics while a dirty, 
old or run down looking 
building can trigger a very 
negative first impression.

Last, but certainly not 
least, is the fact that a 
commercial property should 
be a long term investment 
that will continue to be a 
significant income source. 
Maintaining this income 
source just makes sound 
financial and practical 
sense.

At ODS Global, technology and our 

technical expertise turn your property 

into intelligent buildings. Our BMS 

solutions ensure that your customers 

benefit from improved comfort 
conditions, reliability of spares and 
improved energy and operational 
savings. We also offer finest 
service and maintenance options 
for your buildings to meet its peak 
performance and address all of your 
building’s challenges.



IoT powered applications for unified building 
performance

ODS Global have partnered with 
Facilio to provide the most powerful 
IoT and Machine Learning driven 
applicaions to help you stay on 
top of your building operations, 
sustainability performance, workforce 
efficiency and occupant comfort all 
together in real time.

At Facilio, we are re-defining the 
way buildings are being managed 
- shifting traditional, tactical facility 
management towards more smarter, 
predictive facilities experience.  The 
amount of technology in buildings 
is rapidly growing and changing - 
lighting, HVAC, maintenane, security, 
sustainability, compliance, SLAs and 

more - pushing most of the operations 
on the network.

Facilio’s technology unifies siloed 
maintenance, asset, space and 
sustainability data into real-time, 
actionable insights - creating an 
efficient, collaborative and delightful 
built environment.

Energy
Analytics

Deep HVAC
Monitoring

Water
Management

LEED
Assessment

Remote
Fire Safety

Asset & Space
Management

Preventive &
Predicive

Maintenance

Work Order
Management

Siloed Systems

Unstructured, disparate systems 
across multiple buildings that limit 
integration, flexibility and efficiency

Operational Inefficiencies

Buildings lack portfolio-wide 
transparency that increases energy 
cost by 30% and maintenance 
expense by 15%

Legacy Software

Infrastructure that is not designed 
to meet real-time operational and 
sustainability expectations, eg. 
delayed response time



Key references:
ODS Global has always provided its customers with world class 
support that translates to increased productivity, better RoI and 
an impressive reference list follows:-

The Dubai Frame
The Dubai Frame is an 
architectural landmark in Zabeel 
Park - Dubai and stakes its claim 
to be the biggest picture frame on 
the planet.

The frame measures 150 metres 
high and 93 metres wide and was 
constructured using 2000 tons of 
steel and 2,900 square metres of 
laminated glass.

The golden ring design on the 
frame was inspired by the Expo 
2020 logo.

ODS Global have supplied and 
commissioned a Teknoware 
System that includes 21 Central 
Battery Panels and 600 Exit 
Luminaires out of which 507 are 
of the LED type and over 1300 
Address Modules for converted 
light fitting. 



Amity University - Dubai

Kent College - Dubai

Swiss International Public School - Dubai

Sofitel on the Palm - Dubai



Defense & Correction 
Facilities:
Abu Dhabi & Al Ain
	Sharjah Military Base
	CMW - Ras Al Khaimah
	CMW - General Military HQ - 

Al Ain
	MS-DS-057 Military Base - Abu 

Dhabi
	CMW Military Base - Al Ain

Dubai & Northern Emirates
	CMW - Al Warqa

State of Qatar
	Traffic & Patrol HQ

Saudi Arabia
	King Fahad Air Base - Taif

Sultanate of Oman
	ADAM Airbase

Hotel & Leisure:
Abu Dhabi & Al Ain:
	Aloft Hotel Al Ain
	Tilal Liwa Abu Dhabi Hotel
	Urban National Abu Dhabi 

Hotel
	Sir Baniyas Island Resort 

Ananthara
	Premier Inn Abu Dhabi

Dubai & Northern Emirates
	Bvlgari Hotel and Residence
	Sofitel on the Palm
	Hyatt Galleria
	Crowne Plaza - DFC
	Inter-Continental Hotel - DFC
	Waldorf Astoria - Palm Jumeirah
	Royal Amwaj - Palm Jumeirah
	W Hotel & Residence
	Crown Plaza Business Bay
	Hilton Fujairah
	Nassima Royal Hotel
	Westin Al Habtoor City

Key references:

	St. Regis Al Habtoor City
	W Hotel Al Habtoor City
	Dragon Mart Hotel
	Flora Hotel & Apartments
	Premier Inn - DIP
	Premier Inn - Gharoud
	Premier Inn - Dubai Silicon Oasis
	Citywalk Hotel Dubai
	Sky Central Hotel TECOM
	Warwick Hotel
	Bay Edge by DAMAC
	Avenue Hotel - City Walk
	Hilton Garden Inn
	The Distinction by DAMAC
	Maison Canal Views by 

DAMAC
	Ghalia Tower by DAMAC

Saudi Arabia
	Marriott Obeikon Riyadh

State of Qatar
	Rotana Doha
	Regent Hotel
	Doha Hilton
	Double Tree
	Traders Hotel 

Medical & Healthcare
Dubai & Northern Emirates
	Saudi German Hospital
	New Medical Center
	Al Qassimiya Hospital
	Aster Hospital - Sharjah
	Aster Hospital - Al Raffa
	Citywalk Clinic
	Orthopeic Speciality Hospital
	Cosmetic & Surgery Hospital - 

American University
	Specialised Medical Care 

Hospital

Saudi Arabia:
	Bisha Hospital
	Omran Hospital
	Laith Hospital

Aloft Hotel
Al Ain - United Arab Emirates

Medcare Hospital
Sharjah - United Arab Emirates

Onyx Tower
Dubai - United Arab Emirates

Premier Inn - Ibn Battuta
Dubai - United Arab Emirates



Dubai Metro

The Dubai Metro is a rapid transit 
rail network in Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates and is the first urban 
metro network to run in the Gulf’s 
Arab states. 

Inaugurated in 2009, the Dubai 
Metro entered the Guinness World 
Records book in 2012* as the 
longest driverless metro network in 
the world, spanning 74.69km.

A total of 6 lines are planned with 
the Red Line and Green Line are 
operational.  These first two lines 
run underground in the city centre 
and on elevated viaducts.

ODS Global have supplied 
Teknoware Central Battery 
Solutions to the Dubai Metro 
making them exclusive supplier of 
such a system.

* Until 2016, the Dubai Metro was the 
world’s longest driverless metro network with 
a route length of 75 kilometres. However, its 
total route length have since been surpassed 
by the fully automated driverless Vancouver 
SkyTrain and Singapore MRT. Nevertheless, 
the Red Line, at 52.1 kilometres, remains the 
world’s longest driverless single metro line.



Key references:

Bvlgari Resorts - Palm Jumeirah
Dubai - United Arab Emirates

Baker Hughes Offices
Dubai - United Arab Emirates

	Mekwah Hospital

Schools & Colleages
Abu Dhabi & Al Ain
	Future Schools - Baniyas
	Future Schools - Shamkha
	Future Schools - Shawamekh
	Mayoor School - Abu Dhabi
	Cranleigh School - Abu Dhabi
	Etihad Academy

Dubai & Northern Emirates
	GEMS First Point School
	GEMS International School
	GEMS Wellington School - DSO
	Little GEMS International School
	Wellington Academy
	Westminster School
	Repton Foundation School
	Swiss International Scientific 

School
	Kindergarten Starters
	American Academy
	Bright School
	American Community School - 

Diyafah
	Sheikh Zayed Private Academy
	Jumeirah College
	Amity University
	Kent College
	Sun Marke School
	New Millennium School - Al 

Khail
	Emirates International School - 

Jumeirah

Saudi Arabia:
	King Saud Bin Abdulaziz 

University for Health Sciences - 
Jeddah

	King Saud Bin Abdulaziz 
University for Health Sciences - 
Hofuf

	King Saud University

Infrastructure:
Abu Dhabi & Al Ain
	Etihad Rail
	Khalifa Port ADPC

Dubai & Northern Emirates
	Dubai Metro - Red Line
	Dubai Metro - Green Line
	Al Safouh Transit System
	DEWA Power Plant
	New Passenger Cruise Terminal
	RAK Water Desalination Plant
	Fujairah Water Desalination 

Plant
	DEWA Power Plant
	Wafi Cooling Plant
	Al Jadaf Cooling Plant

Saudi Arabia:
	Makkah Metro Phase 1
	Princess Nourah bint 

Abdulrahman University 
Monorail

	KAFD Monorail

Sultanate of Oman
	Muscat International Airport

State of Qatar
	New Doha International Airport
	Souq Waqf Car Park
	New Doha Port

Museums:
Abu Dhabi & Al Ain
	Wahat Al Karama

Sultanate of Oman
	Oman National Museum

Banks & Financial Institutions:
Abu Dhabi & Al Ain
	First Gulf Bank

Dubai & Northern Emirates

Waldorf Astoria Dubai Palm Jumeirah
Dubai - United Arab Emirates



The Solar Innovation Center

At the heart of the Sheikh Mohammed 
bin Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park, is the 
Solar Innovation Centre, a new interactive 
exhibition facility, set to draw researchers, 
tourists, students, and business professionals 
from across the UAE. 

The award winning design, based on the 
principles of ‘divine geometry’ seen in Islamic 
art, rises to over 85m and rising 4 stories, the 
center will act as a museum, exhibition and 
convention center for solar and renewable 
energy.



Key references:

GEMS Wellington Academy
Dubai - United Arab Emirates

IRIS Bay
Dubai - United Arab Emirates

La Verde Hotel & Suites
Dubai - United Arab Emirates

	Standard Chartered Bank - 
ATMs and Branches

	Emirates NBD Bank
	Invest Bank

Shopping Malls
Abu Dhabi
	Abu Dhabi Mall
	Yas Mall
	Dalma Mall
	Shabhat Plaza

Dubai & Northern Emirates
	Deira City Center
	Burjuman Center
	Al Ghurair Center
	Ibn Battuta Mall
	Mall of the Emirates
	Madinah Mall
	Mizhar Mall
	City Center Ajman
	Al Naeem Mall - RAK
	Lulu Center - Umm Al Quwain

Qatar
	Al Saad Mall
	Abu Hamour Mall
	Doha City Center
	Al Mergab Mall
	Villaggio Mall
	North Gate Mall

Showrooms
Abu Dhabi & Al Ain
	IKEA Showroom - Yas Mall
	Baniyas Mart - Abu Dhabi
	Waitrose Supermarket - Etihad 

Tower - Abu Dhabi
	EROS Electricals - Abu Dhabi
	Intersport - Deerfield Mall
	Stadium Sport - Yas Mall

Dubai & Northern Emirates
	Manolo Blahnik - Dubai Mall
	IT Fashions - Dubai Outlet Mall
	Porsche Design - Dubai Outlet 

Mall
	Claires - Dubai City Center
	Nayomi - MoE
	Chennai Jewellers - Dubai
	Malabar Gold Showroom - 

Dubai
	E-Max Showroom - Al Manara
	Bin Hendi Showroom
	Black & Decker Showroom
	Al Tayar Car Showroom
	Center Point - Fujairah

Restaurants & Eateries:
Abu Dhabi & Al Ain
	Girafee - Yas Mall
	Costa Coffee - Yas Mall

Dubai & Northern Emirates
	New York Fries
	Bombay Chowpathy
	Brook Foods LLC
	Jamie’s Italy
	Wrapid Restaurant
	Tonic Juice Bar
	Al Forno Restaurant
	Shake Shack Cafe
	Sangeetha Restaurant
	Which Wich Sandwich
	Jimmy The Greek
	Al Qasr Restaurant
	Ping Pong Restaurant
	Posh Bites
	Bahra Restaurant

Manufacturing and 
Warehousing
	Strata - Al Ain
	Brazil Food Factory - Kizad
	Dubai Aluminium
	Jebel Ali Container Factory
	Dubai Pipe Factory
	Nestle Manufacturing Facility
	Samara Gold Factory

Mixed Use Developments:



Memorial Park - Abu Dhabi

Saudi German Hospital - Dubai

JAFZA Convention Center - Dubai



Key references:

Abu Dhabi & Al Ain
	Bloom Marina Development
	IPIC Offices
	Oceanscape by DAMAC
	T3 Express Office
	ADPC Office

Dubai & Northern Emirates
	Sobha Ivory 1
	Sobha Ivory 2
	Citadel Tower
	Business Atrium
	Promoseven Tower
	Bay Square
	Emirates Concorde Tower
	Jewel of the Creek
	Onyx Tower
	Executive Tower by DAMAC
	Marina One - Dubai Marina
	Duja Tower
	Baker Hughes Offices
	Al Qasimia University Waqaf 

Tower
	Solar Innovation Center

Qatar
	Porto Arabia - Parcel 15A, 15B, 

8A, 16A, 2B and 10B

Saudi Arabia
	King Abdullah Financial District 

Jeddah

Theme Parks and Clubs
Dubai & Northern Emirates
	Dubai Safari
	Marina Yacht Club
	Legoland
	Vox Cinemas
	Mushrif Camp
	Kalba Wild Life Center

ODS Global have also fitted out 
several projects and signed up 
service contracts with several 
major clients; a selection of 
which is as below:-

Abu Dhabi & Northern Emirates:
	Musanada Schools
	Diyafah Internaional School
	Cranleigh School
	Carrefour Deerfield Mall
	IKEA Yas Island

Dubai & Northern Emirates
	Dubai South
	City Walk
	Duja Tower
	Kings School
	Sofitel The Palm
	Ibis Styles Dragon Mart Hotel
	Bvlgari Resort and Residences
	Al Durar 1 Building
	Vox Cinemas
	Emirates Staff Accommodation
	Amity University
	Gold Crest Views

Fitouts:
	Dubai Metro Depot & Parking
	Park Regis Hotel - Business Bay
	M Hotel Downtown
	Steigenberger Hotel
	Premier Inn
	La Villa City Walk
	Meliha Hotel
	Park Lane Hotel

Oceanscape
Abu Dhabi - United Arab Emirates

Sir Baniyas Island Resort
Abu Dhabi - United Arab Emirates

Legoland 
Dubai - United Arab Emirates



ODS Global DMCC
a SB Group Company

Suite No.405, 4th Floor, Diamond Business Center 1, Block A,
Arjan, Near Dubai Miracle Garden, PO Box: 37072, Dubai, UAE
Tel : +971 4 442 9664 | Fax: +971 4 241 1446 | info@ods-global.com | www.ods-global.com

Teknoware Middle East:

The regional representative office 
of Teknoware Oy, a Finland based 
leader in the manufacture of 
Vehicle Lighting and Emergency 
Lighting for buildings.  

The regional office is responsible 
for the promotion and marketing 
of Emergency Lighting Solutions 
for the Middle East and South East 
Asia region.

Other members of the SB Group include:

NETIX Middle East:  

Helsinki based manufacturer of 
Building Management Systems 
with a regional office in Dubai, 
involved in the integration of 
building systems, communications 
and controls to create an 
environment that provides the 
owner, and occupant with an 
environment that is flexible, 
effective, comfortable and secure.

Exenture Global: 

Exenture is headquartered 
in Netherlands and offers a 
wide range of services from 
the design, supply installation, 
testing and commissioning of Life 
Safety Solutions, Security and 
Access Control Solutions, Smart 
Automation and Voice Evacuation 
Systems across a broad spectrum 
of industries within the region.

www.teknoware.ae www.netixcontrols.com www.exentureglobal.com


